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At a recent celebration of his life, longtime Prince William
County community advocate Al Brooks was remembered as
“a legend.”
PROVIDED

‘The ultimate
inspirer’
Local civil rights leader
Al Brooks celebrated
BY NOLAN STOUT
nstout@insidenova.com

Construction continues along Interstate 66 near Wellington and Gainesville earlier this week.
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The tolls are coming

Transform 66 project on schedule for 2022 completion
BY JARED FORETEK
jforetek@insidenova.com

D

riving either direction on
Interstate 66 west of Interstate 495, it’s impossible
to miss the work on the 22.5-mile
stretch of highway. But managers
of the $3.7 billion Transform 66
project say work has never been
moving faster.
Currently, about $60 million of
work is being done every month

and nearly 2,000 workers are on the
job every day according to Susan
Shaw, the Virginia Department of
Transportation’s regional transportation program director for
Northern Virginia. “So there’s a lot
happening,” she said.
Along most of the corridor, the
focus is completing work toward
the outside of the highway, so that
traffic can then be diverted there
while the toll lanes on the inside are

being completed. That level of work
is expected to continue through the
fall, depending on the weather.
The most noticeable work this
summer has been in replacing 14
bridges at various interchanges,
foremost among them bridges at
the eastern end of the corridor and
the I-495 interchange. Ramps from
I-495 to the express lanes were
I-66 UPDATE

If you’ve ever been to the Virginia Department of
Motor Vehicles Woodbridge office, you probably saw
him.
He’d be there, rain, shine or snow, in his six-button
suit with a bowtie - The Temptations look.
It may have only been a polite inquiry about registering to vote or casting a ballot and only a blip on
your radar.
That man was Al Brooks. Brooks died earlier this
year at 77 and community leaders came together in
late July to remember his impact on politics in Prince
William County.
It may feel hard for someone who never met the
man to put his impact on the community into words,
but the best way is by talking to those who considered him family.
His friends described Brooks using terms like “a
legend,” “an icon,” “man of integrity” and “the ulti-
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